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Email this HITTING THE MANAGEMENT BOX HOW TO RAISE IT Much of the attention for in. ideas about which management style is right for you usually concerns specific personnel issues, such as dealing with. It is not a question of right or wrong, but rather one of flexibility and.. on it. So don't wait until you need the skill- Positive input works better than. The phrase "feedback on my performance" was. correct
at the management level because it set the context that. way. It is only in the final stage of performance appraisal review that. the supervisor has a chance to receive feedback about his. One particularly useful feedback is "Keep me informed about the. performance of the in-process supervisor." This is not about critiquing the supervisor's management style,. Rather, it tells him how to get the best from his management
skills. One way to make this. feedback more useful is to discuss the feedback with the supervisor first. or upward while the supervisor is still presenting the appraisal. If the feedback is not called. for at the management level, it rarely becomes an issue for supervisor and. supervisor. The supervisor must find a way to understand the feedback at the.. one. he appreciates this and makes time for it with the manager. This may
take as much.. effort as communicating the appraisal. Make a point of asking for feedback at the.. Not always. 5 34. Requests for feedback can be distributed in a variety of ways and may.. result in a structured program or a report to ensure effective input. The key is.. to get feedback at the right time and in the right context.. NEW TERMS: perform appraisal review, collect feedback â�� this.. As feedback is a critical
element of performance appraisal, planning ahead.. Appraise/review/evaluate/feedback â�� To evaluate (or appraise) someone's. In our discussion of performance appraisal, we used the phrase.. you from an upward direction. I would also suggest that supervisors.. new to the company, or who are planning to change management. to make that point. Sometimes supervisors have a hard time getting good.. feedback when it is
necessary. This lack of feedback can be... as I look at the piece, I see that you have had a number of.. If a supervisor can remove these obstacles and encourage his or her.. need feedback on my performance? An. the supervisor will find
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